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Abstract
Performanceof static collision detection queries depends on the type of the hierarchy chosen as well as the relative
positioning of the colliding objects. In order to evaluate the performance of bounding volume hierarchies, rele-
vant criteria that affect the query performance need to be determined and the sample space should be generated
accordingly. In this paper we present a benchmarking framework for evaluating the performance of various static
collision detection algorithms. In this framework, instances of a moving rigid object are placed on the surface of
another instance of the same object fixed at a certain position, where the contact occurs for the first time. Then by
offsetting the surface inwards (outwards) we generate new surfaces that are at a certain fixed negative (positive)
distance to the original surface. Placing the moving object on these offset surfaces makes the object penetrate
(approach) the fixed object at a fixed distance. For offset surface generation we create a signed distance field and
run marching cubes algorithm on it.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling

1. Introduction

Collision detection methods play an important role in vir-
tual reality applications, real-time simulations and computer
games. It is a well-known fact that no single method gives
best results for all cases. Therefore benchmarking different
collision detection methods is important in deciding which
type of method is best suited for a particular application.

A benchmarking algorithm should be both comprehensive
(it should include a broad spectrum of contact scenarios) and
unbiased (it should not be sensitive to specific scenarios). To
achieve this we have to identify which parameters play im-
portant role in the performance of a collision detection algo-
rithm. One such important parameter is the distance of one
object to the other in cases where the objects do not col-
lide. The reason for this is that although collision will not
be detected, the algorithm still spends time for checking in-
tersections between bounding volumes at certain depths, if
the objects are close enough to each other. In fact for de-
creasing positive distance values, all collision detection al-
gorithms will spend more and more time due to increased
number of intersecting bounding volume primitive pairs.

† This work is supported by B.U. Research Fund BAP 07A104

Another important parameter is the amount of penetration
of the moving object into the fixed one. Since static colli-
sion detection algorithms check for collision at a certain time
instant, the objects might be at any general position with re-
spect to each other. Therefore they might be penetrating each
other by an arbitrary amount, especially in a scene where ob-
jects move with large relative velocities. If the penetration of
objects is tolerable, then there is also a need to evaluate the
performance of static collision detection methods in cases
where objects penetrate each other.

In this paper, we present a framework for generating posi-
tions of a moving object at a certain fixed penetration and
distance with respect to another object. When generating
these positions we first generate a surface offset from the
original object-surface. Then we find the first time of con-
tact between this surface and the moving object by perform-
ing a dynamic (continous) collision detection query using a
sphere-tree fitted to the object. To generate an offset surface
we construct a signed distance field and run the marching
cubes algorithm.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews re-
lated work. Section 3 explains the details of our benchmark-
ing framework by explaining how the penetration depth is
fixed how the offset surfaces are generated and how the
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search space is sampled. Section 4 gives the results of col-
lision detection queries using the positioning produced by
our framework. Finally Section 5 summarizes our bench-
mark framework and intended future work.

2. Related work

Although there has been significant work for developing col-
lision detection algorithms, less emphasis is placed on their
systematic evaluation. Many authors test their collision de-
tection algorithms for specific scenarios. One of the earli-
est frameworks was developed by [Zac98], but since during
the collisions objects penetrate considerably, this framework
does not guarantee relevant results. In [OL03] a set of spe-
cific scenarios (a torus falling down a spiral peg, a spoon in
a cup and a soup of numbers in a bowl) are used to test the
proposed collision detection algorithms. In [vdB97] a pair
of models are positioned randomly inside a cube, where the
probability of intersection is controlled by the size of the
cube. The problem with this type of testing method is again
that there is no systematic way of distinguishing the different
relative positions of objects. In [CRM02] the authors use dif-
ferent scenes in a probabilistic motion planner for testing the
collision detection queries. The problem with this approach
is that this benchmarking method handles only scenarios in
the realm of motion planning.

The most recent work for a systematic benchmark is given
in [TWZ07], where the proposed method generates a number
of positions and orientations for a predefined distance. The
distance computation algorithm utilizes binary search.

3. Benchmarking method

In our framework the aim is to evaluate the effectiveness of
the bounding volume tree and how it is traversed. Therefore
we do consider only pairwise collision detection scenarios
and related algorithms. The performance of a collision de-
tection algorithm depends mainly on the following factors:

• Relative orientation of the objects
• Relative position: Distance or penetration
• Topology of objects in close proximity
• Relative sizes of the objects
• Type of the bounding volume

In order to measure the effects of a particular factor, we
need to fix the contribution of the remaining ones.

3.1. Search Space

An object has 3 translational and 3 rotational degrees of free-
dom (dof), the total dof of the moving object with respect to
the fixed object is 6. Therefore benchmarking requires sam-
pling of a 6-dimensional search space. Since this space is
very large, we need to reduce its size by employing a clever
sampling strategy that selects most relevant positions.

The set of relevant sample points might change from one
scenario to another. But two criteria common to many sce-
narios are the distance between non-colliding objects and
the penetration for intersecting ones. For non-colliding but
sufficiently close objects, the collision detection algorithm
spends more and more time as the distance between the two
objects decreases. This is because the overlapping bounding
volume primitives at nodes close to the root penetrate each
other more and more, causing more nodes to be tested for
intersection.

For colliding objects the amount of penetration deter-
mines the number of bounding volume primitives tested. If
the penetration is zero, i.e. if the object just touches the sur-
face of the other object, then the collision test will reach a
pair of leaves each of which contain a triangle intersecting
the other one. As the penetration depth increases we expect
the collision test to take less and less time, since the proba-
bility of detecting a pair of intersecting triangles early dur-
ing the tree traversal is high. This is due to the increased
number of intersecting bounding volume primitive-pairs and
triangle-pairs.

The query performance is not affected only by the pen-
etration depth (distance), but also by the relative geometri-
cal properties in close proximity, such as surface curvature,
topology etc.

A good example of this is the well known benchmark sce-
nario where a sphere falls through the center of the torus. As
mentioned in [Got00], this corresponds to the parallel close
proximity scenario, whereas the same sphere approaching
the outer ring of the torus would constitute a transverse
close proximity scenario. Gottschalk points out that in par-
allel close proximity cases OBBs outperform other types of
bounding volumes. In our benchmarking framework, fixing
the distance of the sphere to the torus and moving the sphere
at certain locations allow us to analyze the performance due
to the topology in close proximity, isolating the effects of
distance.

3.2. Penetration depth computation

Computation of the penetration depth for two intersecting
bodies is not as straightforward as it seems. Penetration
depth is a directional property, it depends on how the mov-
ing object penetrates the fixed one. To visualize this consider
the situation depicted in Figure 1. Assume two spherical bul-
lets, one shot from left and the other one shot from the top
into a rectangular block. Also assume that the two bullets
have been shot with such initial velocities, that they end up
at the same location inside a wooden block. In such a case
the amount of penetration is larger for the bullet shot from
the left compared to the other one shot from the top. In our
case we only consider snapshots of the moving object at cer-
tain instants, and we do not know or assume anything related
to how the object ended up at its final location at that specific
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Figure 1: Penetration depth depends on direction.

instant. Therefore we either need to consider every possibil-
ity how the object ended up at that location or make an as-
sumption about how the object approaches its final location.

Our assumption is that the object reaches its final location
moving along the normal at the point P on the original sur-
face. Point P is the point closest to the contact point C on the
offset surface as shown in Figure 2. Since offset surfaces are
obtained by shifting all points on the original surface along
the negative normal direction at that point, the vector con-
necting the contact point on the offset surface to the closest
point on the original surface will be collinear with the nor-
mal direction. So the assumption that the penetrating object
reaching the contact point on the offset surface along that
normal direction leads to a consistent measure of penetra-
tion depth. In Figure 2 below, the penetration depth is equal
to the length |CP|. Note also that the vector

−→
CP is collinear

with the normal vector −→n at the point P and this is the direc-
tion along which the object is assumed to move.

Figure 2: Penetration depth is equal to |−→CP|.

3.3. Generating offset surfaces

There are different methods for generating offset surfaces.
In our framework we construct an accurate signed distance
map for the original object. In this map, the iso-value 0 cor-
responds to the original surface.

For given positive (outward-offset) / negative (inward-
offset) values we extract the iso-surfaces by employing the

well known marching cubes algorithm [LC87]. Since an iso-
surface has the same value value throughout the whole dis-
tance map, all points on that offset surface have the same
minimum distance to the original surface. Placing the mov-
ing object on the surface of this offset-surface so that it just
touches it, corresponds to a penetration depth equal to the
iso-value.

One short-coming of using signed distance fields for con-
structing the offset surfaces is that the objects must be closed
2-manifolds and objects must also be smooth enough to
be able to construct well-behaving distance fields. Figure 3
shows examples of the extracted surfaces offset: the origi-
nal surface is shown in the middle, the first top two surfaces
are obtained by offsetting the original one inwards, and the
bottom two surfaces by offsetting it outwards.

3.4. Positioning the moving object

Having generated the offset surfaces, the next question is
how to place the moving object on an offset surface. One
idea is to place one of its extreme vertices on any point on
the offset surface. But there may be intersections at locations
other than the selected point of contact and identifying such
cases is extremely time-consuming.

Finding locations of the moving object that contact the
offset surface only at a single point is essentially the prob-
lem of dynamic collision detection. In dynamic collision de-
tection the aim is to find the first time and contact of two
moving objects during a finite or infinite time interval. If we
assume the moving object to be approaching the fixed one
with a constant linear velocity vector, dynamic collision de-
tection query provides us the first time and point of contact.

For this purpose we use sphere-trees, which enables us
to use ray-casting. Here the relative velocity of the second
object with respect to the first one is computed first. With
this transformation, the first object can be considered to be
stationary in its own frame of reference while the second one
moves with a fixed linear relative velocity. In such a case,
the second sphere produces a cylindrical surface as a result
of sweeping its surface along the relative velocity direction.

Using Minkowski sums we can reduce the moving object
to a single point by growing the stationary one. Then the
problem in object space is reduced to the problem of find-
ing the intersection of a ray with a sphere in the Minkowski
space. This is shown in Figure 4. Note that in this figure the
ray starts at point C2 and the first intersection of that ray with
the grown sphere is C′

2. If the direction vector of the ray, i.e.
the velocity of the moving sphere, is of unit length, then the
length |C2C

′
2| gives the first time the two spheres intersect.

For dynamic collision detection we initialize a global vari-
able Tf for keeping track of the first time of collision to the
last time of collision of the root spheres and employ the fol-
lowing recursive rule:
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Figure 3: Surfaces obtained by offsetting the object inwards
and outwards.

GetFirstTimeOfCollision(N1, N2)
IF FirstTime(BSN1 , BSN2 , Vrel ) > Tf then return
IF N1 and N2 are parents.

Set the node with smaller sphere to be leaf

ELSE IF N1 or N2 is parent

Let the node parent node be M1, the other one be M2

Figure 4: Finding the first time of intersection of two
spheres.

Let the children of M1 be C1 and C2
Compute T1 = FirstTime(BSC1 , BSM2 , Vrel )
Compute T2 = FirstTime(BSC2 , BSM2 , Vrel )
IF T1 < T2

Call GetFirstTimeOfCollision(C1, M2)
Call GetFirstTimeOfCollision(C2, M2)

ELSE

Call GetFirtTimeOfCollision(C2, M2)
Call GetFirtTimeOfCollision(C1, M2)

ELSE IF N1 and N2 are leaves

Let Ti and Tr j be triangles assigned to the nodes N1
and N2, respectively
FOR each triangle pair (Tri , Tr j )

Tf = min( Tf , FirstTime(Tri , Tr j , Vrel ) )

where BSNi is the bounding sphere of the ith node,
FirstTime(BSN1 , BSN2 , Vrel) is the first time of collision of
the bounding spheres with the second one approaching the
first one with the relative velocity Vrel , and FirstTime(Tri ,
Tr j , Vrel) is the first time of collision of the triangles Tri and
Tr j with the second one approaching the first one with the
relative velocity Vrel .

Figure 5 shows the dynamic collision detection algorithm
applied to two spherical objects: the red sphere is fixed,
while the blue one moves along a line connecting its center
with the center of the fixed one. The instants shown are those
instants when the algorithm updates the variable Tf . At every
such instant the pair of contacting triangles are also shown
as filled triangles. Note that the last instant is the output of
the algorithm. Figure 6 shows the locations (green points in
the figure) of the center of the second sphere at every update
instant.

When generating the contact points on the offset surfaces
we proceed as follows: we place both objects with their ori-
gins placed at the origin of the global frame of reference.
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Figure 5: Instants during dynamic collision query.

Then we translate the second object along a certain direc-
tion until there is no intersection between their bounding vol-
umes at the root level. Then we assign to the second object
the negative of that direction as the approach velocity. Then
we perform a dynamic collision detection query to find out
the exact time of first contact with the foregoing parame-
ters. For generating the set of directions we sample the unit
dual sphere with a regular grid, although a stochastic method
could be used as well. The result of this process is shown on
an example in Figure 7 for the original object moving on the
surface of an outward-offset surface. First contact occurs in
a region enclosed by the green box. A close-up view of this
region is given in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Origins of the blue sphere checked during dynamic
collision detection query.

Figure 7: Original object moving on a surface offset out-
ward.

3.5. Sampling the search space

Since the moving object can be at any relative orientation
with respect to the fixed one, there are 3-dof for the rota-
tional search space. Also, since the moving object can ap-
proach the fixed one from any direction, the search space of
the directions is all vectors connecting the origin of the dual
space to all points on the surface of the unit dual sphere,
which is a 2-dimensional space. So for each offset surface
we must sample a 5-dimensional space. An example of this
sampling strategy is shown in Figure 9 in two dimensions for
convenience: the original surface is the black circle, while
the moving object is a rectangle. The red and blur circles are
surfaces obtained by offsetting the original (black) circle in-
wards and outward, respectively. Our algorithm, generates a
set of positions for different orientations of the moving rec-
tangle on both the original and offset surfaces.

4. Experiments

When performing the collision test we measure the per-
formance of three types of different bounding volumes:
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Figure 8: Close-up view of the contacting triangles.

Figure 9: 2D analogy example of positioning the object on
the surfaces.

OBB-trees and AABB-trees, sphere-trees fitted to the EG07
Dragon† model consisting of 240057 vertices and 480076
triangles. The tests are run on a 1.83 GHz dual-core laptop
computer with 2GB RAM running under Windows XP.

For generating the positions of the moving object we run
our benchmark for three different sets of sample sets. Each
set consists of different amounts of penetration and distance.
The penetration and distance values are expressed as per-
centage of the maximum possible penetration. Note that the
maximum possible penetration is the minimum value of the
signed distance map.

Figure 10 shows average collision query times for each
bounding volume tree for a set of penetrations and distances
ranging from 0 to 25% of the maximum penetration. The plot
verifies that the collision detection algorithms spend more

† http:www.cgg.cvut.cz/eg07/index.php?page=dragon

time around the boundaries compared to other locations. The
query time quickly drops to zero for increasing distance val-
ues, while it approaches a fixed constant value after some
penetration.

In the second sample set we generate a coarse set of pene-
tration values up to about 80% of the maximum penetration
depth possible to see if the behavior of the collision detec-
tion algorithm changes with increasing penetration depth. As
can be seen in Figure 11, the query performance practically
remains the same throughout large amounts of penetration.

In the third sample set we apply the collision detection
algorithms in a range of ±10% of maximum penetration
depth around the boundary. As can be seen in Figure 12 there
is irregular behavior around the boundary. This shows the
power of our benchmarking algorithm because this behav-
ior depends on the distance and penetration and could not be
observed with a conventional grid-based algorithm. At this
point, a more refined sample set around the boundary can be
generated to capture the performance variations in the close
proximity of the boundary.

Looking at all plots, we can also conclude that in gen-
eral all bounding volumes tend to undergo a similar query
performance changes, but for the current model OBB-trees
perform much better on the average compared to the other
two bounding volumes. The performance variation of OBB-
tree is also much less compared to the other two. So for this
3d model it is reasonable to use OBB-trees when performing
static collision detection queries.
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Figure 10: Average times for each distance and bounding
volume.

5. Conclusions

The proposed benchmarking method successfully generates
a set of positions for objects both at a certain distance (for
non-contacting objects) and at a certain penetration depth
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Figure 11: Average times for large penetrations.
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Figure 12: Average times for small penetrations and dis-
tances around the boundary.

(intersecting objects). By generating refined sample sets at
certain distance and penetration depth ranges, we can eval-
uate the collision detection algorithms much more reliably.
Obtained performance figures are not global as in grid-based
methods but local and firmly tied to the distance and pene-
tration parameters. This allows much better analysis of per-
formance results.

To increase positioning accuracy we can generate more
accurate offset surfaces. The accuracy of the offset surfaces
depends on the resolution of the underlying distance map:
for more accurate positioning, a denser signed distance map
need to be constructed. In addition to this, if there is a
high probability of offset surfaces getting extremely large,
the offset surfaces can be generated separately by breaking

the original model into parts and individual offset surface
patches can be considered one by one at a time.

One of the shortcomings of the proposed method is that
the model needs to be a closed surface, which is a necessary
request for correct construction of the signed distance map.
Another shortcoming is that there is a probability of missing
some contact configurations since we employ dynamic colli-
sion detection queries for finding the exact time of first con-
tact. Note that a complicated object of positive genus may
have other interesting contact configurations inside its tun-
nels.

As part of our future work we want to eliminate these
short-comings and to extend the framework to handle dy-
namic collision detection queries as well.
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